Transform approximations are explored for speeding up the software compression of images and video. Faster approximations are used to replace the regular DCT whenever only few DCT coefficients are actually encoded. In one instantiation we employ a data analyzer t o drive a bank of coders by switching to the fastest coder depending on the image contents or on the output demand. The compression speed is adapted to the image contents in order to homogenize the data production rate, i.e. smoother areas would produce less bits than detailed ones but faster. The approximations in this paper are applicable to high compression (or constant output rate) environments and where lower complexity is required.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
In several image transmission systems, the image data is input or generated on-the-fly and transmitted immediately. This is the case in live transmission of video and stills. In color fax, image parameters are only determined after handshaking. Hence, as is the case of live production of stills and video, compression has also to he performed in real time. Compression standards such as JPEG [l] or MPEG [2] rely on sequential transform, quantization, and entropy coding. Typically, all image data is transformed and quantization is applied to every transformed coefficient. These two steps typically drain a significant fraction of the compression computation and are independent of the image data or of the compression target. Hence, while the contents change along the image, the number of bits produced per image block also changes, but there is little change in compression time. As a result, the rate in bits per second that the compressor prw duces would change significantly from smooth regions to active ones. The problem is that in several transmission systems such as modems for color fax, the transmission rate is fixed. A buffer can control and homogenize the speed for the modem, but, if the compressor is not fast enough, the buffer might underflow and the connection might time out.
In summary, we are concerned with systems in which software-based compression is performed on-the-& and where it is desirable to reduce computational complexity either to homogenize the bit rate production or to reduce costs. Our goal is to speed up the compression by replacing the real transformation by a low cost approximation.
A P P R O X I M A T I N G R E D U C E D T R A N S F O R M S
In this paper, we examine the case of the discrete cosine transform (DCT) and concentrate exclusively in the JPEG image coding standard, although results would also apply w K-to-l Imagine that some blocks have no high frequency content or that quantization would remove the high frequency CD efficients in such a way that fewer than M coefficients are actually needed. In this paper's context, a wduced tmnsjonn is the one wherein only N out of M coefficients are actually generated (see for example only the DC is computed. This is done so by averaging all the 64 samples in the input block. Only one sample is quantized and there is no need for entropy coding the AC terms. For decompression, the DC term is directly dequantized and replicated for all the 64 block pixels. When N = 2, there is an average of 4x4 sub-blocks and a very simple DCT (DCT-2 is the Haar transform 151). The use of the reduced transforms may imply in signal loses which can be further emphvsiscd through their approximations. It is advisable to only apply the reduced transforms whenever there is no need for the high frequency information.
T R A N S F O R M A D A P T A T I O N
Straight application of the reduced transforms can cause image degradation. In the best scenario, the image block is analyzed and one coder is selected based on image contents, so that it would save computation without compromising the image quality. The analyzer complexity overhead has to he 0-7803-7622-6/02/$17.00 02002 IEEE I -233 IEEE ICIP zoo2
Freq. of IDCT size usage (luminance) F i g u r e 2. Fast DCT coder based on multiple reduced DCT and multiple coders.
Overall Compression ratio
Relative complexity of the fast algorithm The key to select the~coder is to determine if there are high frequency contents in a block or not. Actually, one may want to use the smallest transform that would encompass all the relevant high frequency data in a block.
Decoder a d a p t a t i o n
Decoder adaptation is trivial in the sense that one can observe the compressed data and compute the highest frequency non-zero DCT coefficient in a block. In JPEG the DCT coefExperiments were carried to compute how much time a real JPEG decoder would save by switching reduced transform approximations as we propose. Figure 4 shows the frequency of occurrence of blocks in each class as a function of the compression ratio for several images. The relative complexity, as measured in decompression speed in a Sun Ultra Sparc architecture machine, is also shown in Fig. 4 . The overall adaptive decoder is typically more than twice as fast as the normal decoder. In our experiments the adaptive deficients are quantized and the block is scanned into a vector 
A d a p t i v e encoding
The decoder adaptation is more trivial since the data is readily available and needs to be decompressed anyway. When compressing the image, if all the coefficients are computed and available, there is no need to use any reduced transform or coder. We have to estimate if there will be non-zero coefficients outside the boxes shown in Fig. 3 , but without adding significant complexity. Otherwise it would he wiser to spend the extra computation to perform the full DCT.
Backward adaptive
If the compression system feeds a constant rate channel which can time out if there is no data to be transmitted, it is typical to buffer the encoder output in order to homogenize the rate fed to the channel. If the buffer tends to underflow one must speed up the generation of compressed hits. In baseline JPEG one cannot change the image quality (quantization) along the image. If the huffer is critically empty, the only method t o increase the production of compressed hits is to speed up the compression itself.
Overall Compression ratio Figure 5 . Projected relative complexity of the proposed system which is based a n HVQ analyzer and multiple transforms i n JPEG. The complexity is rela t i v e to standard JPEG coding of 8 x 8 blocks.
Let the buffer hold B bits and w u m e its status to he b(n) where n is some time instant, e.g. a block count, and assume the system times out when the buffer gets empty, i.e. when b(n) = 0 . Assume there are L compressors: Cl through CL. Let compressor C k output data at a bit rate &(n) bits/sec and let the channel draw data a t a constant rate of Ra bitsfsec. Furthermore, without any loss of generality, we can assume the coders are labeled sequentially so that Rk 2 RI+,. We assign coders according to the buffer status. The emptier the buffet, the faster the coder should he. Hence, we assign thresholds TO through TL wherein To = 0 and TL = B so that we assign coder c k if Tk-1 5 b(n) < T I .
A detailed analysis of this setup allows us to determine the best Tk. First, note that the proposed system is only necessary when Rl(n) > Ro > R=(n), because otherwise the buffer would be inevitably empty and there will be nothing we can do about it, or the buffer would be constantly full such that switching hecomes unnecessary. Second, assuming a stationary process where Rk(n) is constant and equal to Rp, threshold levels are unimportant. To see this note that if Rk > Ro > Rk+l the actual status b(n) will oscillate around threshold TI causing the selector to toggle hetween compres sors C k and c k + l . Remember that with the stationary assumption, the system is up for a long time and each compressor outputs a constant rate. Hence, the system reached a balanced point: the buffer fills triggering compressor Cx+, which empties the buffer and, then, triggers compressor Ca.
In a transient state, where Rp(n) changes shortly to settle down in another stationary paint, a smooth region of the image will force b(n) to decrease until a switch in compressors restores the balance or the image gets more active. Therefore, we might also like to have the thresholds as far apart as possible to allow the system to recover itself without switching for a faster compressor which might degrade the image (01, at least, to postpone the switch as much as possible). If we assume the bit-rates are piecewise constant, separated hy transient states, the above considerations may hint that a good solution for the decision levels is a uniform buffer partition. In other wards:
In reality the hit rates art? not well behaved and vary d e pending on the image content in a very non-linear Fashion. However, the approximation into stationary and transient states is a reasonable model for practical applications. In experiments the uniform buffer partition led to the h s t image quality results.
Forurard adaptive
Forward adaptation means that the analyzer should find the smallest N for a given block without losing high frequency information. We propose to use hierarchical vector quantization (HVQ) as the data analyzer [S], [lO] . HVQ is based on look-up tables (LUT) and can easily map an 8 x 8 image block into a codeword with only 6 levels of LUT (63 LUT). As in any VQ system, this codeword maps to a representative block which is supposed to approximate the input data. Like in the HVQ-JPEG case 1111, we can use HVQ and map the output codeword to something else than a reconstruction block. In our case the output codeword is mapped directly to a number between 1 and L indicating which coder should he used for the input block.
The LUT design is simple. The HVQ steps are designed using standard HVQ techniques. The mapping from codewords to encoder indices is done by correlating the HVQ output to a classifier's output for several images [12]. For each block and for a given quantizer table, the classifier design decides which is the smallest N such that the N x N lower frequency sub block contains all the non zero coefficients. The choice of N and the HVQ output for every block are correlated. At the end of training, each HVQ codeword is associated with the encoder selected by the classifier in the majority of the blocks in which such a codeword was produced.
The projected relative complexity of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 5 . The proposed system is to he twice as fast as JPEG for high compression ratios. Image quality, however, is not granted. HVQ is far from being a perfect representation of the input system. For 8 x 8 blocks we used 6 stages of 10 bit codewords and yet the approximation is very rough. As a result the analyzer may misjudge the input data. To minimize error visibility it is a good idea to be conservative, i.e. bias towards the slower coder in the HVQ mapping design phase. A comparison between actual and estimated block classification maps is carried in Fig. 6 . In Compression results for both regular JPEG and the proposed system (using an HVQ analyzer). Average PSNR difference computed using 5 images. lar compression method for high compression scenarios. As the compression ratio decreases, the proposed system yields images with lower relative quality. In any case, the decrease in objective performance is typically less than 0.7dB for the hit rates of interest. Figure 8 show decompressed versions of image "mixed" after compression to a hitrate of 0.52 bpp. Both images were decompressed at a PSNR around 27.6dB.
C O N C L U S I O N S
Approximations to the DCT and their enabling algorithms were proposed for use in image compression in order to save the overall compression computation. They are suitable to JPEG and MPEG in high compression ratio modes. The need for high compression is to mask the effects of the approximation which can typically half the overall computation for low hit rates and where JPEGjMPEG compression of the data blocks is already discarding too much visible information. In other words, savings come from not computing information that is not encoded. The method is applicable for environments where there is a need to produce a homogeneous bit rate or to environments where it is desirable to save computation while compressing the image or video to low hit rates. In one of the proposed compression methods, multiple reduced transforms and coders are employed and coders are selected according to an output buffer status in order to homogenize the compressed data hit production rate. In another method the coders are switched according t o the results of a quick analysis of the input block. Such an analysis is performed very quickly via a LUT-based method derived from HVQ. All methods have shown to he efficient to substitute the DCT in JPEGIMPEG for low bit rates. 
